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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES AND FULL LINE  
FOR A HISTORY OF SUCCESS.

The goal of DEUTZ-FAHR is to supply farmers and contractors with state-of-the-art 
agricultural machines that facilitate work and maximise productivity. The brand 
offers a full line range with contemporary style, high levels of comfort, modern 
powerful engines and forward thinking features.

Every champion has a story. And the DEUTZ-FAHR story dates back more than a 
century. DEUTZ-FAHR has shown character and ambition for growth ever since its 
foundation and over the years the company has played a leading role in the evolution 
of agricultural mechanisation.

In 1927, it launched its fi rst mass-produced tractor – the DEUTZ MTH 222 – and 
in 1936, unveiled the DEUTZ 11 Series, which brought agricultural mechanisation 
within the reach of small farms for the first time. In the years that followed, 
DEUTZ-FAHR kept up its drive for technological evolution, with a view to increasing 
the productivity of farmers and the effi ciency of its own machinery. In 1949, it 
introduced air-cooled diesel engines on several models, and in 1962, unveiled the 
fi rst hydraulic lift. In 1992, the company developed a new concept of visibility, with 
the fi rst “clear view” tractor, and in 1995, it launched the Agrotron Series, which 
redefi ned the concept of what an agricultural tractor should be, by incorporating 
a spacious, panoramic cab and the market’s fi rst suspended front axle. In 2001, 
DEUTZ-FAHR introduced a game-changing technological innovation with the 
Agrotron TTV, its fi rst tractor with continuously variable transmission. The scope 
of DEUTZ-FAHR’s excellence has never been confi ned only to tractors, and the 
company has a long and specialised history in the manufacturing of harvesting 
machinery too. As far back as 1952, Fahr presented its fi rst self-propelled combine 
harvester. In 1991 DEUTZ-FAHR introduced its fi rst Topliner and in 1993 launched 
the Powerpress 120 H, the world’s fi rst self-propelled high-density baler. 1997 then 
saw the launch of the Topliner 8XL, the fi rst combine harvester equipped with eight 
straw-walkers.

Many years have passed since the launch of the fi rst mass-produced tractors, but 
even today, the DEUTZ-FAHR name still fi res the imagination of farmers all over the 
world. 

ahEaD oF ThE GaME, 
YEar aFTEr YEar.
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DEUTZ-FAHR’s extensive range of tractors includes 
models from 35 to 340 hp, to maximise productivity, 
reliability, cost-effectiveness and economy in all 
farming tasks.

TracTors



 

DesigneD to simplify your life. 
engineereD to magnify your results.  
With the 9 Series DEUTZ-FAHR engineers have developed an ultra- 
modern, highly intelligent, high-horsepower tractor, which facilitates 
and accelerates all works thanks to unique operating comfort, automated 
routine functions and the most innovative technologies – and all this 
while consuming the lowest amount of resources. 47,000 lumen LED 
working light, MaxiVision 2 cab with 12.8” iMonitor2 and the most  
innovative precision farming equipment, highly efficient engines from 
295 to 336 hp, TTV continously variable transmission for precise 

speeds from 0.2 to 60 km/h at reduced engine speed, newly developed 
axle suspension system with dry disc brakes for maximum safety, 
12,000 kg lift capacity at the rear and automatically folding bonnet for 
the fastest access to all maintenance points. Each individual compo-
nent of the 9 Series is highly innovative and is among the best in the 
market. With the 9 Series DEUTZ-FAHR offers three perfectly balanced 
and highly attractive high-horsepower tractor models with which 
farmers and contractors can achieve the best results.
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9 sErIEs TTV

An electrically controlled opening hood helps make light work 
of maintenance operations.

60 km/h and maximum safety with external disc brakes.

  Deutz 7.8 TTCD Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Common Rail, 6-cylinder, 24-valve, twin-turbo intercooled engine with 
SCR system and DPF exhaust gas post-treatment

  TTV continuously variable transmission with Terramatic technology and 4 working ranges 
Maximum speed: 60 km/h (where permitted)

  Powerbrake servo-assisted braking system and automatic Electric Parking Brake (EPB)

  Front axle with suspension and external disc brakes

  210 l/min load sensing hydraulic system

  MaxiVision 2 cab with WorkMonitor, interior trims in hi-tech materials, maximum ergonomics and comfort

  Multifunction armrest with integral joystick for control of the main tractor functions

  iMonitor2 with integral ISOBUS system and Agrosky

  One-piece, electric opening hood and LED light clusters

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data 9 series ttv
9290 9310 9340 

ENGiNE Deutz Deutz Deutz
Emissions Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 6/7755 6/7755 6/7755
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 217/295 229/312 247/336
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 204/277 218/296 232/316
Max. lifting capacity kg 12000 12000 12000
Wheelbase mm 3135 3135 3135
Weight kg 12000 12000 12000



  

top german technology for top 
proDuctivity.  
The two new 7 Series models deliver up to 246 hp and stand out for a 
range of trademark German characteristics: high quality, high precision 
and reliability combined with cutting-edge technology in terms of both 
cost-effectiveness and comfort. The 7 Series represents the culmination 
of highly innovative and intelligent tractor technology manufactured 
at our new facility in Lauingen Germany. 7 Series is offered with the 
exceptional comfort of the MaxiVision 2 cab, intuitive controls, a newly 

designed armrest, state-of-the-art precision farming systems, enhanced 
with highly efficient engine and transmission technology. Innovative 
axles and brakes ensure optimal driving comfort and maximum safety. 
Furthermore, the hydraulic systems and lift capacity both front and rear, 
compliment the overall 7 Series specification making this tractor the 
ideal partner for increasing productivity for contractors and agricultural 
businesses. 

TRACTORS
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7 sErIEs TTV 

The MaxiVision 2 offers much space and an optimised work 
environment.

The multifunction armrest of the 7 Series TTV incorporates all the 
main controls and allows total management of the machine.

  Deutz 6.1 TCD, Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Common Rail, 6-cylinder, 24-valve, turbo-intercooled engine with SCR 
exhaust gas post-treatment system and passive DPF  

  TTV continuously variable transmission with 4 working ranges and stepless speed control from 0 to 60 km/h 
(where permitted)

  SenseClutch power shuttle with response modulation system with 5 settings

  Powerbrake servo-assisted braking system and automatic Electric Parking Brake (EPB)

  Electronically controlled hitch with radar and up to 4 PTO speeds (540/540ECO/1000/1000ECO)

  Closed-centre load sensing hydraulic system with variable displacement pump of up to 160 l/min

  MaxiVision 2 with WorkMonitor, interior trims in hi-tech materials, maximum comfort with ergonomically 
positioned controls

  Multifunction armrest with integral joystick for control of the main tractor functions

  iMonitor2 with integral ISOBUS system and Agrosky

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data 7 series ttv
7230 7250 

ENGiNE Deutz Deutz
Emissions Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 6/6057 6/6057
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 166/226 181/246
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 157/214 169/230
Max. lifting capacity kg 10000 10000
Wheelbase mm 2868 2868
Weight (min-max) kg 8200-9100 8200-9100



the neW 6 series.  
the Best technology miX in its class.  
Whether it’s a large, medium or small enterprise, a contractor or a local 
authority, however diverse the profile, they all have one thing in common 
– they need to be successful. Accordingly, tractor technology needs to 
100 % match their working profile. Ploughing, sowing, cultivating, 
transporting, harvesting crops, front loader work each individual 
professional will decide how the tractor will be utilised, along with which 
specific features are required. DEUTZ-FAHR has developed the new 6 

Series Stage4 (Tier 4Final) with this in mind. With 12 models ranging from 
156 to 226 hp, two wheelbases, three transmission variants, two cabin 
types with different comfort levels, and various other feature options, you 
can put together the best technology mix in this tractor class, and create 
your own, totally individual tractor. With the new 6 Series, DEUTZ-FAHR 
has redefined the configurability concept.
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6 sErIEs

technical data
6 series Powershift / rcshift / ttv

6155 6165 6175 6185 6205 6215
Ps/

rcshiFt ttv Ps/
rcshiFt ttv Ps/

rcshiFt ttv Ps/
rcshiFt ttv Ps/

rcshiFt ttv Ps/
rcshiFt ttv

ENGiNE Deutz Deutz Deutz Deutz Deutz Deutz
Emissions Stage4 (Tier 4Final) Stage4 (Tier 4Final) Stage4 (Tier 4Final) Stage4 (Tier 4Final) Stage4 (Tier 4Final) Stage4 (Tier 4Final)
Cylinder / Displacement n°/cm³ 6/6057 6/6057 6/6057 6/6057 6/6057 6/6057
Max. power (ECE R120) kW/hp 114,9/156 120,8/164 129,5/176 138,5/188 134,3/183 152,3/207 149,1/203 156,2/212
Max. power with boost (ECE R120) kW/hp - 125,8/171 - - 138,5/188 - 152,3/207 166/226
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 109.5/149 115,1/157 124,4/169 133/181 129/176 144,4/196 135,7/185 147,6/201
Power at rated engine speed with boost 
(ECE R 120) kW/hp - 119,9/163 - - 133/181 - 144,4/196 157/214

Rear lift capacity kg 9700 9200 9700 9200 9700 9200 9700 9200 9700 10000 9700 10000
Wheelbase mm 2767 2767 2767 2767 2848 2848
Total unladen weight (min-max) kg 7200-7600 7830-8230 7200-7600 7830-8230 7200-7600 7980-8380 7200-7600 8200-8600 7930-8330 8400-8800 7930-8330 8400-8800

State-of-the-art dashboard cluster with new InfoCentrePro: 
5" high-res LCD color display for customisable top information 
concept.

The new, highly ergonomic MaxCom joystick on the armrest controls 
everything from driving speed, direction of travel and cruise control 
selection to the ComfortTip system, rear and front lift controls.

  Deutz TCD 6.1 Stage4 (Tier 4Final), Common Rail, 6-cylinder, 24-valve, turbo-intercooled engine

   Compact EAT with passive DPF and SCR

   Full aluminium cooling system with exclusive opening system

  Powershift: very fi ne stepped multi-speed transmission, with 5 range x 6 Powershift steps

  RCshift: 30+15 full robotized transmission, with ultra- and super-eco engine speed at 40/50* km/h

  TTV: continuously variable transmission with 4 working ranges and ultimate stepless speed control from 0 to 50* km/h

  Intelligent electronics transmission management, with InfoCentrePro and WorkMonitor interface

  External dry disc brakes, for unique braking performance

  Front adaptive suspension with automatic damping control

  Load sensing hydraulic system with up to 170 l/min and up to 7 electronic proportional spool valves

  Integrated electronic front lift with two speed PTO

  MaxiVision Cab for maximum comfort and ergonomics

  Electronic System Management with iMonitor2, ready for Farming 4.0

  4th Generation LED with exclusive front integrated lights and style

SPECIFICATIOnS

(* Max speed of 50 km/h where permitted)
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comfort in the utility class.  
For efficient work with utility tractors, working, driving and operating 
comfort are just as important as versatility. Only if a utility tractor meets 
every aspect of the working profile can it be commercially successful. 
Only if the level of comfort is right will the performance and motivation 
of drivers remain high for a long time. DEUTZ-FAHR has developed the 
new 5 Series with this in mind. Three models with outputs of 110 hp to 
126 hp stand out for superior comfort in addition to their versatility and 
reliable German technology. The highly comfortable cab is supported on 
the latest design of “Hydro Silent-Block” suspension mounts. 

The gear shift lever has been redsigned as the gears are now easily selected 
using a Bowden cable design. A up to 40 % reduction in cab noise and  
vibrations is the result. The new suspension on the front axle ensures 
greater driving comfort, safety and traction in all ground conditions. 
Whatever demands you have of a utility tractor, DEUTZ-FAHR can meet 
them with state-of-the-art technology, a wide range of configuration 
options and an extraordinary level of comfort. At DEUTZ-FAHR you will 
find the largest selection of utility tractor models.



5 sErIEs

The front axle features a new suspension for more driving 
comfort, safety and grip.

new: two engine speed settings. Pre-programmed efficiency for 
routine operations.

  Deutz TCD 3.6 Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Common Rail, 4-cylinder, turbo-intercooled engine with DOC + SCR  
exhaust gas post-treatment system

  Powershift transmission up to 60 FWD / 60 REV speeds and a maximum speed of 40 km/h at economy engine speed

  SenseClutch PowerShuttle with 5-level response modulation and Stop&Go function

  4-wheel disc braking, Hydraulic Parking Brake

  4-speed PTO (540/540ECO/1000/1000ECO). Ground speed PTO and front PTO

  55 l, 60 l ECO or 90 l “on demand” hydraulic system 

  Cab, now mounted on Hydro Silent-Block: the utmost comfort and unrivalled style

  Flexible specification, to make every machine unique and the perfect match for specific requirements

  new suspension on the front axle for more driving comfort, safety and grip

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data 5 series
5105 5115 5125 

ENGiNE Deutz Deutz Deutz
Emissions Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 4/3620 4/3620 4/3620
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 80.9/110 87.5/119 92.8/126
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 77/105 83/113 88/120
Max. lifting capacity kg 4855 5410 5410
Wheelbase (4WD/2WD) mm 2370/2330 2370 2370/2330
Weight kg 4150 4500 4500
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utility tractors that fit, Because they 
aDapt to meet your neeDs. 
Arable farms, dairy farms, livestock farms, mixed farms, large farms and 
small farms, run as a main business or part-time – the range of applica-
tions for utility tractors is more diverse than ever before in modern ag-
riculture. Additionally, there is forestry work and municipal tasks. With 
the new 5G Series now you will find a utility tractor that perfectly suits 
your needs among the seven models with an output of 75 hp to 116 hp 
with different wheelbases, different  load capacities and weights and 
different tyre combinations. The specification and technology of the new 
5G Series will also meet your needs. The cab guarantees 

ultimate working and operating comfort for all applications, while the 
new FARMotion Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) engines deliver maximum power 
with minimal emissions. A 40 km/h ECO transmission ensures the right 
speeds for precise, efficient work. You can choose between a mechanical 
reverse or a electro-hydraulic reverse PowerShuttle. Impressive hydrau-
lic power and lift capacity at the front and rear make the new 5G Series 
suitable for your application profile. Whatever your requirements, 
DEUTZ-FAHR can meet them with the largest range of utility tractor 
models.



  FARMotion Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Common Rail, 3 or 4-cylinder, turbo-intercooled engine with SCR  
exhaust gas post-treatment system

  4- or 5-speed transmission with a wide range of specification options: up to 60 speeds in each direction  
and a maximum speed of 40 km/h at economy engine speed

  SenseClutch PowerShuttle with 5-level response modulation and Stop&Go function

  4-wheel disc braking

  4-speed PTO (540/540ECO/1000/1000ECO). Ground speed PTO and front PTO

  Lifting capacity of up to 4.525 / 5.410 kg depending on version (LD, MD, HD)

  55 l, 60 l ECO or 90 l “on demand” hydraulic system 

  4-post cab, now mounted on Hydro Silent-Block: unrivalled comfort and optimised visibility for the  
front loader

SPECIFICATIOnS

5G sErIEs

Front axle equipped with disk brakes.

FARMotion engine with SCR exhaust gas post-treatment system.

technical data
5G series

5080G 5090G 5090 G 
PlUs 5100G 5110G 5110 G

PlUs 5120G

ENGiNE FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion
Emissions Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 3/2887 3/2887 3/2887 4/3849 4/3849 4/3849 4/3849
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 65/88 65/88 71/97 78/106 78/106 85/116
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 61,7/84 61,7/84 67,3/92 74/101 74/101 80,6/110
Max.lifting capacity kg 4525 4525 4525 4525 4525 4855 5410
Wheelbase (4WD/2WD) mm 2295/2255 2295 2350 2400 2400/2360 2400 2400/2360
Weight kg 3600 3620 3800 3920 3920 4220 4320



5D sErIEs 
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as versatile as your Work. 
Do you work on a farm? Expanses of fields? Grassland, forests or parks? Agricultural 
or municipal ground? Do you want a tractor that is fully tailored to suit your applica-
tions and financial situation? Then consider the 5D Series from DEUTZ-FAHR. This 
compact tractor has a sturdy block design and a low kerb weight.  no other tractor 
series offers the same quality, reliability and comfort with a larger range of models 
and features. From the basic Ecoline version to high-tech models, the most innova-
tive technology comes as standard. 

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data 5d series
5060 5070 5080 5085 5090 5090.4 5100.4

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Stage 3B (Tier 4i)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 3/3000 3/3000 3/3000 4 / 4000 3 / 2.887 4 / 3.849 4 / 3.849
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 45,6/62 53/72 60/82 63/85 65/88 65/88 75/102
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 45,6/62 53/72 53/72 55/75 61,6/84 61,6/84 71,1/97
Max. lifting capacity kg 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600
Wheelbase mm 2100 2100 2100 2230 2100 2230 2230
Weight kg 3230 3230 3230 3410 3230 3510 3510

  FARMotion Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Common Rail, 3 or 4-cylinder, turbo-intercooled engine with DOC exhaust gas 
post-treatment system or SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier 3), 3 or 4-cylinder turbocharged or  
turbo-intercooled engines with electronic engine management system

  Engine speed programming at the touch of a button

  45 FWD + 45 REV Powershift transmission with Overspeed

  SenseClutch PowerShuttle with 5-level response modulation and Stop&Go function

  4-wheel disc braking

  3-speed PTO (540/540ECO/1000). Ground speed PTO and front PTO

  Electrohydraulically operated 4-wheel drive, PTO and differential locks (LS and GS)

  42 l/min hydraulic system (Ecoline versions) or 54 l/min hydraulic system (LS and GS) versions

  4-post cab: unrivalled comfort and optimised visibility for the front loader

  Also available in an Ecoline version (mechanical engagements of 4-wheel drive, PTO and differential locks)

Operating control panel for the Electronic lift.

Right-hand console with mechanical control of the rear lift.



aGroPLUs F
Keyline

  SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier 3), 3 or 4-cylinder turbocharged or turbo-intercooled engines

  15 FWD + 15 REV transmission with mechanical synchro shuttle (40 km/h maximum speed)

  4-wheel braking with oil-immersed discs

  2-speed PTO (540/540ECO) and ground speed PTO

  Maximum lifting capacity: 3050 kg

  Hydrostatic steering with independent hydraulic system

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data aGrOPlUs F Keyline
55 65 75 80.4 

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 3/3000 3/3000 3/3000 4/4000
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 40.5/55 45.6/62 53/72 55/75
Max. lifting capacity kg 3050 3050 3050 3050
Wheelbase mm 1996 1996 1996 2126
Minimum width mm 1325 1325 1325 1450
Weight kg 2200 2200 2200 2300

the specialist par eXcellence
The Agroplus F Keyline combines simplicity and strength, in a compact, multi-
function model with an hp from 55 to 75. Fully synchronised transmissions offer 
greater working comfort and shorter operating times, guaranteeing new levels of 
productivity in this market segment. The Agroplus F Keyline is perfect for specialist 
crops and day-to-day jobs. The reliable and proven 1000 Series SDF engine ensures a 
long life with low operating costs. Like the entire DEUTZ-FAHR range the Agroplus F 
Keyline features latest-generation technology, ergonomic controls and a streamlined 
design.

SDF 1000 Series engine.

Compact dimensions combined with the highest lifting capacity 
within this sector.
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the choice to Bear fruit.
For farms specialised on orchards or gardens and green houses the new 5DF Ecoline 
tractors are the most rational choice. With their lower consumption and higher 
performance (more power and more torque value), 3 or 4 cylinders and a very 
compact design, they allow a more progressive use. Air fi lters with powercore 
technology ensure better effi ciency and duration, the functional design allows a 
better cooling effi ciency regarding de-heating and air fl ow. For best safety also in 
slopy conditions the 5DF Ecoline features 4 wheel brakes, for maximum precise 
braking separate brakes in the front axle. The lifting capacity is 2,800 kg and the 
overall operation of the tractor highly ergonomical. 

  FARMotion Stage3B (Tier4i) Common Rail, 3 or 4-cylinder, turbo-intercooled engine with DOC exhaust gas 
posttreatment system

  Less fuel consumption for more engine power and torque

  Engine speed programming at the touch of a button

  40 km/h ECO with reduced engine speed

  60° maximum steering angle and 10% less turning radius

SPECIFICATIOnS

5 DF EcoLInE sErIEs

3-speed PTO (540/540ECO/1000) and ground speed PTO for all 
kinds of applications. 

The operator driving position is logical and comfortable, and the 
gear levers are located on the right-hand side of the seat so that 
the operator can get on and off the platform unimpeded.

technical data  aGrOPlUs F ecOline 5 dF ecOline series
310 F 315 F 405 F 5080 dF 5080.4 dF 5090 dF 5090.4 dF 5100 dF 5105 dF

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Stage 3B (Tier 4i) Stage 3B (Tier 4i)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 3/3000 3/3000 4/4000 3/2887 4/3849 3/2887 4/3849 3/2887 4/3849
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp  45,5/62   53/72  58,8/80 55,4/75 55,4/75 65/88 65/88 71/96 75/102
Power at rated engine speed 
(ECE R 120) kW/hp  45,5/62   53/72  55/75 55,4/75 55,4/75 61,5/83 61,8/84 67/91 71,5/97

Max. lifting capacity kg 2600 2600 2800 2600 2800 2600 2800 2600 2800
Wheelbase mm 1990 1990 2120 2011 2141 2011 2141 2011 2141
Width (min-max) mm 1466-1866 1450-1944 1624-2024 1466-1866 1450-1944 1597-1997 1584-1984 1597-1997 1624-2024
Weight kg 2500 2500 2650 2620 2770 2620 2770 2630 2770



  

the roBust specialist.
The new 5DF Series offers six modells with a robust structure, one cab and two plat-
forms (28" or 24" tyres) and the new FARMotion engines with 3 or 4 cylinders. With 
a maximum lifting capacity of 2,800 kg and minimum overall rear width of 145 cm 
(depending on tyres) they are the ideal and reliable workhorses for large orchards 
but also open fi eld applications. 

With Stop&Go, you can control the tractor's movement by only 
using the brake pedals, without even touching the clutch pedal.

The effective heating and ventilation system quickly creates a 
comfortable work environment.

  FARMotion Stage3B (Tier 4i) Common Rail, 3 or 4-cylinder, turbo-intercooled engine with DOC exhaust gas 
posttreatment system

  Engine speed programming at the touch of a button

  45 FWD + 45 REV transmission with 5 gears, 3 Powershift stages and 3 ranges

  Overspeed transmission for a maximum speed of 40 km/h, even in economy mode

  PowerShuttle and Stop&Go

  Hydraulic 4-wheel braking

  Electrohydraulically operated 4 wheel drive, PTO and differential locks. Auto 4WD: automatic 4-wheel 
drive selection

  3-speed PTO (540/540ECO/1000) and ground speed PTO

  Hydraulic system with maximum fl ow rate of 64 l/min, hydrostatic steering with independent pump and up to 
3 rear + 3 mid mounted spool valves. Electrohydraulic joystick for proportional control of 2 hydraulic valves

SPECIFICATIOnS

5DF sErIEs 

technical data 5dF series
5080 dF 5090 dF 5100 dF 5090.4 dF 5105 dF 5115 dF

ENGiNE FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion
Emissions Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cc 3/2887 3/2887 3/2887 4/3849 4/3849 4/3849
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 65/88 71/96 65/88 75/102 83/113
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 61,5/83 67/91 61,8/84 71,5/97 79/107
Rear lift capacity kg 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800
Overall rear width (min-max) mm 1454-1642 1454-1642 1454-1642 1454-1642 1454-1642 1454-1642
Total unladen weight (Cab) kg 2995 2995 2995 3125 3125 3125



5Ds/DV sErIEs

huge performance in narroW places. 
The 5DS and 5DV Series are designed mainly for use in narrow orchards and 
vineyards. Both are now equipped with new FARMotion engines and come as 3 
or 4 cyliners versions. The 5DS offers a maximum lifting capacity of 2,600 kg and 
two versions of cabin and platform: 28" high and 20" low (with lower mudgards 
and different ground clearance). As for the “narrow” version, minimum overall rear 
width of  116 cm (depending on tyres), the 5DV is capable of working in the most 
tightly packed rows. 

The instrument panel of the 5DS/5DV features analogue and 
digital display showing information about the tractor's operation 
clearly and precisely.

Maximum ease of use thanks to the power shuttle 
with steering-wheel-mounted lever.

  FARMotion Stage3B (Tier 4i) Common Rail 3 or 4-cylinder, turbo-intercooled engine with DOC exhaust gas 
posttreatment system

  5-speed transmission with 3-speed Powershift and 3 ranges. 45 FWD + 45 REV in total
  Overspeed transmission for a maximum speed of 40 km/h, even in economy mode
  PowerShuttle and Stop&Go
  Hydraulic 4-wheel braking
  Electrohydraulically operated 4-wheel drive, PTO and differential locks. Auto 4WD: automatic4-wheel drive 
engagement

  3-speed hydraulic PTO (540/540ECO/1000) and ground speed PTO

  Hydraulic system with maximum fl ow rate of 64 l/min, hydrostatic steering with independent pump and up 
to 3 rear + 3 mid mounted spool valves. Electrohydraulic joystick for proportional control of 2 hydraulic valves

  Axle steering angle of 60° (4-wheel drive) or 70° (2-wheel drive)

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data 5 ds series
5080 ds 5090 ds 5100 ds 5090.4 ds 5105 ds 5115 ds

ENGiNE FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion
Emissions Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cc 3/2887 3/2887 3/2887 4/3849 4/3849 4/3849
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 65/88 71/96 65/88 75/102 83/113
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 61,5/83 67/91 61,8/84 71,5/97 79/107
Rear lift capacity kg 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600
Overall rear width (min-max) mm 1264-1517 1264-1517 1264-1517 1264-1517 1264-1517 1264-1517

Total unladen weight (Cab) kg 3020 3020 3020 3140 3140 3140
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Independent Front axle suspension 
for 5Ds/DV sErIEs 

more comfort, safety, traction anD agility. 
For the fi rst time in the orchard and vineyard market, DEUTZ-FAHR has introduced an 
exclusive front axle system management. This solution consists of an independent 
suspension with double wishbone design scheme managed by an adaptive electro-
hydraulic system which works in synergy with a DTC (differential traction control): an 
exclusive and unique package that DEUTZ-FAHR has been able to apply to a compact 
narrow tractor. Thanks to the damping management, the self-levelling system and 
the traction control, the system improves stability, adherence, traction, comfort and 
safety in all terrain conditions, both in the fi eld and on the road. 

The independent front axle is equipped with the DTC system. The 
electronic management of the DTC is able to identify the wheelspin 
and, managing the clutch, transfers in a progressive way the torque 
where there is more grip.

  Optimized compact dimensions and improved maneuverability performance

  Improved stability, thanks to the compact independent wheels scheme (both in fi eld and road conditions)

  Improved adherence, thanks to the wheels always parallel to the ground

  Optimum traction and safe braking, thanks to all four wheels to maintain ground contact longer

  Improved handling, thanks to the high steering performance and to the adaptability to the ground

  Improved off road grip and on road holding, thanks to the Differential Traction Control 

  Improved comfort, thanks to the drastically reduced vibrations experienced by the driver

  Improved safety, thanks to the low center of gravity and to 4 four points of support to the ground

ADVAnTAGES

State of the art suspension. The “double wishbone” geometry from 
high horsepower open fi eld tractors now available for orchards and 
vineyards tractors.

technical data 5 dv series
5080 dv 5090 dv 5100 dv 5090.4 dv 5105 dv 5115 dv

ENGiNE FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion FARMotion
Emissions Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i) Stage3B (Tier 4i)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cc 3/2887 3/2887 3/2887 4/3849 4/3849 4/3849
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 65/88 71/96 65/88 75/102 83/113
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 55,4/75 61,5/83 67/91 61,8/84 71,5/97 79/107
Rear lift capacity kg 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600
Overall rear width (min-max) mm 1163-1293 1163-1293 1163-1293 1163-1293 1163-1293 1163-1293
Total unladen weight (Cab) kg 2950 2950 2950 3070 3070 3070



simple, essential anD eXtremely intuitive.
A compact, modern range developed specifi cally for work in tight spaces. Whether 
you need a tractor for open-fi eld work, specialist crops, greenhouse applications 
or landscaping, the Agrokid range is the ideal solution for small agriculture and 
horticulture businesses. new bonnet style.

Right-hand console layout.

  Mitsubishi Stage 3A (Tier 3), 4-cylinder, liquid-cooled, naturally aspirated or turbocharged engines

  16 FWD + 16 REV transmission with synchronised shuttle and maximum speed of up to 30 km/h

  Electrohydraulic front and rear differential locks

  3-speed PTO (540/540ECO/1000) Independent ventral PTO 

  Hydraulic system with 30 l/min pump and up to three auxiliary valves

  Hydrostatic steering with independent pump

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data aGrOKid
210 220 230

ENGiNE MiTSUBiSHi MiTSUBiSHi MiTSUBiSHi
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 4/1500 4/1500 4/1758
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 28.5/39 31.5/43 37/51
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 28.5/39 31.5/43 37/51
Max. lifting capacity kg 1200 1200 1200
Wheelbase mm 1745 1745 1745
Weight with ROPS (min-max) kg 1130-1340 1207-1380 1267-1440
Weight with cab (min-max) kg 1410-1620 1487-1660 1547-1720

aGroKID
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aGrocLIMBEr V

the ultimate specialist.
Agroclimber V is a range of compact crawlers, designed to meet the needs of 
specialist crop cultivation on sloping and diffi cult ground. These models were 
designed for maximum manoeuvrability in all conditions, including the most 
extreme, by minimising their overall dimensions. Easily accessible engine bay and high-quality components.

The front-runner for specialist tasks.

  SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier 3), 3-cylinder turbo-intercooled engines with electronic engine management 
system

  Compatible with 100% biodiesel (B100)

  12 FWD + 8 REV transmission with Hi-Lo ranges

  Oil-immersed band steering brakes with hydraulic servo control

  PTO with oil-immersed multiplate clutch and 2 speeds (540/540ECO or 540/1000).

  42 l/min hydraulic system with 3/4 auxiliary valves and fl ow control

  Dedicated 18 l/min steering pump

  Compact dimensions and excellent manoeuvrability

  Dry track chains ensure a generous footprint area

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data aGrOcliMBer v
310

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 3/3000
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 60/82
Max. lifting capacity kg 2500
Wheelbase (min-max) mm 1410-1575
Minimum width mm 1180
Weight with ROPS (min-max) kg 3160-3490



sturDy anD agile.
The Agroclimber F range is designed for specialist inter-row cultivation, with its 
compact structure, low-slung driving position, and narrow track chains, which keep 
the overall width of the machine under 1460 mm; but it is also designed for general 
purposes, because it is built for strength and can be equipped with wider tracks 
when needed.

The multifunctional character of the Agroclimber F is also backed 
up by its exceptionally robust chassis.

  SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier 3), 4-cylinder turbo-intercooled engines with electronic engine management 
system

  Compatible with 100% biodiesel (B100)

  16 FWD + 16 REV transmission with Hi-Lo ranges or creeper and synchronised shuttle

  Oil-immersed band steering brakes with hydraulic servo control

  2-speed PTO with oil-immersed multiplate clutch (540/540ECO)

  Open-centre hydraulic system available with 52 l/min pump and up to 14-auxiliary valve couplings 
with flow control. Dedicated 25 l/min steering pump

  Comfortable operator position on platform mounted on Silent-Blocks

  ComfortTrack (optional): Smooth driving with rubber tracks.

SPECIFICATIOnS
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aGrocLIMBEr F

technical data aGrOcliMBer F
400 410 

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 4/4000 4/4000
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 62.5/85 70/95
Max. lifiting capacity kg 3000 3000
Wheelbase mm 1650 1650
Width (min-max) mm 1360-1750 1460-1800
Footprint (min-max) cm2 8990-11600 10454-13032
Weight with ROPS (min-max) kg 4283-4514 4335-4630



aGrocLIMBEr sIX

for the most DemanDing JoBs.
Sturdy and designed to withstand heavy loads, AgroClimber SIX is ideal for the 
most demanding open-field jobs, where high performance, outstanding comfort 
and structural strength really come into their own. It is designed to give maximum 
performance in difficult conditions on hilly and sloping terrain. The wheel base of 
1850 mm and innovative undercarriage with 6 heavy duty track rollers ensure greater 
stability and increased drawbar pulling power. 

Even in the most demanding situations, AgroClimber SIX offers 
unsurpassed lugging power, stability and low soil-compaction.

SIX: six rollers for maximum pulling power and first-rate stability.

  SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier 3), 4-cylinder turbo-intercooled engines with electronic engine management 
system

  16 FWD + 16 REV transmission with Hi-Lo ranges or creeper and synchronised shuttle

  Oil-immersed band steering brakes with hydraulic servo control

  PTO with oil-immersed multiplate clutch and 2 speeds (540/540ECO or 540/1000)

  Open-centre hydraulic system available with 56 and 28 l/min tandem pump and 10 auxiliary valve couplings 
with flow control

  Operator position on flat platform mounted on Silent-Blocks

   Lubricated track chains with 6 rollers per track, providing a generous footprint area

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data aGrOcliMBer siX
410

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 4/4000
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 75/102
Width mm 1800
Max. lifiting capacity kg 3000
Wheelbase mm 1850
Footprint cm2 14292
Weight with ROPS kg 5470



the compact tractor for every task. 
With its compact dimensions and powerful engines, the Agrolux 310/320/410 has 
everything a tractor could need. Offering high lifting capacity and two PTO speeds, 
the Agrolux can handle even the toughest agricultural and horticultural landscaping 
tasks.
 

  SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier 3), 3 or 4-cylinder liquid-cooled engines with turbo or turbo intercooler

  15 FWD + 15 REV transmission with synchronised shuttle

  Hydraulic 4-wheel braking

  2-speed PTO: 540/540ECO and ground speed PTO

  Hydrostatic steering with independent pump

  Heavy duty rear axle

SPECIFICATIOnS
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aGroLUX 310 - 320 - 410

All the levers are ergonomically positioned.

The operator platform is laid out in a logical and 
user-friendly manner.

technical data aGrOlUX
310 320 410

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series 
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 3/3000 3/3000 4/4000
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 46.5/62 54/72 55/75
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 46.5/62 54/72 55/75
Max. lifting capacity kg 2500 2500 3600
Wheelbase mm 1976 1976 2015
Weight (min-max) kg 2552-2800 2552-2800 1657-2900



aGroLUX 65 – 75

the universal tractor for every farm.
Simple, essential and extremely intuitive. These are the key characteristics of DEUTZ-
FAHR's Agrolux range of tractors, which are designed as effi cient and productive 
front-line machines on small farms, and to complement high-power models on 
larger farms.

The wiring and all the components under the one-piece hood 
have been located and fi tted for maximum protection and long 
service-life.

The innovative self-adjusting system for automatic take-up of 
clearance between the brake calipers and discs prevents excessive 
and premature brake wear.

  SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier 3), 3-cylinder engines with turbo or turbo intercooler

  12 FWD + 3 REV transmission

  2-speed PTO: 540/540ECO

  Platform with ROPS

  Compact and manoeuvrable

  Available in a 2WD version

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data aGrOlUX
65 75 

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 3/3000 3/3000
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 46.5/62 54/72
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 46.5/62 54/72
Max. lifting capacity kg 2500 2500 
Wheelbase (4WD/2WD) mm 1975/2037 1975/2037
Weight (min-max) kg 2552-2800 2658-2800



the Best stanDarD equipment you can get.
The DEUTZ-FAHR Agrofarm TB has been developed especially for use in olive groves 
and orchards. The aim was to offer growth-oriented farms a multipurpose tractor that 
can handle specific tasks faster, more precisely and more reliably than any other ma-
chine. The Agrofarm TB allows you to save manpower, time and money while increas-
ing your overall business performance by a significant margin. Better overall perfor-
mance means a better profit, which in turn leads to growth and a positive future 
outlook. To this end, we have given the Agrofarm TB more strength, more traction, 
more stability, more lifting power, more load capacity, more ground clearance, more 
PTO options, more safety features and more equipment options than ever before. At 
the same time, we have reduced fuel consumption and made the engine smoother and 
quieter. This makes the Agrofarm TB the tractor of choice when it comes to making 
your business grow.

PowerShuttle with Stop&Go activation.

Transmission, rear lift and spool valves mechanical controls.

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data aGrOFarM tB
415 425

ENGiNE SDF 1000 Series SDF 1000 Series
Emissions Stage 3A (Tier 3) Stage 3A (Tier 3)
Cylinders/Displacement n°/cm³ 4/4000 4/4000
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 70/95 78/106
Power at rated engine speed (ECE R 120) kW/hp 70/95 75/102
Max. lifting capacity kg 4500 4500
Wheelbase mm 2400 2400
Weight with ROPS kg 3200 3400

aGroFarM TB
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  SDF 1000 Series Stage 3A (Tier3), 4-cylinder turbo-intercooled engines with electronic engine management system 

  5-speed transmission with Hi-Lo: up to 40 speeds in each direction and a maximum speed of 40 km/h ECO

  PowerShuttle with Stop&Go function 

  4-wheel disc braking

  4-speed PTO (540/540ECO/1000/1000ECO). Ground speed PTO

  56 l/min hydraulic system, lifting capacity of up to 4500 kg

  Admissible load: 6.200 Kg



Roads and site maintenance, cleaning operations, transport work and winter 
services – for municipal applications, DEUTZ-FAHR tractors are superior to 
other vehicle concepts thanks to their size and versatile design. All models are 
available in municipal orange upon request.





The origins of DEUTZ-FAHR combine harvester  
production extend far back into the last century. 
Thanks to our experience and spirit of innovation, 
we are still manufacturing reliable, highly efficient 
combine harvesters that are easy to use and set up.

coMBInE 
harVEsTErs



maXimum performance, minimum fuel 
consumption. 
The C9000 Series upholds the DEUTZ-FAHR tradition of power and  
reliability, while also incorporating that blend of cab comfort and unmis-
takable styling which is the hallmark of the brand. There are six new 
models with 5 and 6 straw walkers: C9205 TS, C9205 TSB, C9205 TSXB, 
C9206 TS, C9206 TSB and C9206 TSXB all with ideal characteristics for 
maximum productivity and versatility over large areas. The updated 
Commander Cab V assures maximum comfort and maximum control of 
the combine thanks to the new multifunctional Commander Stick and 
touch screen monitor. The bodywork is elegant but at the same time 

practical and accessible, thanks to the large gull-wing side panels and 
sliding rear panels, which facilitate both refuelling and topping up with 
AdBlue®, for the innovative Mercedes Benz OM936 Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) 
7.7 Litre engine with maximum power of 250 kW (340 hp) for the C9205 
and 290 kW (395 hp) for the C9206. While the design of this combine 
harvester wins hearts, the efficiency of its routine maintenance proce-
dure wins minds. Everything is designed in such a way that you can take a 
quick look under the hood in a matter of moments, before starting again 
on a long, productive day’s harvesting.
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c9000 sErIEs

With the Commander Control you can perform all combine 
harvester adjustments in a simple and effortless manner.

  Mercedes Benz Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) OM936 7.7-litre, 6-cylinder, 24-valve, turbo-intercooled engine with electronic 
engine management system, double PTO, 750-litre fuel tank with EGR and SCR systems and 69-litre AdBlue® tank

  Load sensing hydraulic system with variable displacement pump

  Heavy-duty adjustable rear axle, 4WD rear axle available with anti-skid system

  9500-litre grain tank, discharge rate 90 L/sec

  Header up to 9 metres with Schumacher Easy Cut II cutting system and Auto Control

  Extra Feeding system: feeder channel with internal fi nger roller and electrohydraulically controlled cutting 
angle management

  Maxi Crop threshing system: double concave, multi-segment concave, synchro beater  and adjustable turbo-
separator

  Twin-step ventilated sieve system and electrically adjustable sieves

  DGR (Double Grain Return) directly on the preparation pan

  Commander Cab V: new commander stick, new CCM system, rear view mirrors and work lights optimised 
for maximum visibility, thermo-fridge as standard, fully adjustable steering column and seat 

  Agrosky system: auto-guidance with precision of up to 2 cm

SPECIFICATIOnS

Extra Feeding feed roller, which increases output capacity by 
improving the crop input consistency.

technical data  c9000 series
c9205 ts c9205 tsB c9205 tsXB c9206 ts c9206 tsB c9206 tsXB

ENGiNE Mercedes Benz OM936
Emissions Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 250/340(*) 250/340(*) 250/340(*) 290/395 (*) 290/395 (*) 290/395 (*)
Rated power (97/68/EC) kW/hp 235/320 235/320 235/320 267/363 267/363 267/363
Cutting width m 4.80 - 5.40 - 6.30 - 7.20 - 9.0 5.40 - 6.30 - 7.20 - 9.00
Total separation area m² 7.36 7.36 7.36 8.80 8.80 8.80
Total cleaning area m² 5.28 5.28 5.28 6.32 6.32 6.32
Threshing drum diameter/width mm 600/1270 600/1270 600/1270 600/1521 600/1521 600/1521
Fuel tank L 750 750 750 750 750 750
AdBlue® tank L 69 69 69 69 69 69
Grain tank L 9500 9500 7500 9500 9500 7500

*Overboost available during harvesting and simultaneous unloads



superior performance anD reliaBility.  
Elegant design with a mild restyling. The new C7000 Series is based on the 
unmistakable DEUTZ-FAHR style, which expresses the technological supe-
riority of the brand. This is your guarantee of top-quality threshing and 
top-quality grain and straw. Adverse conditions, weeds, high humidity and 
laid crops: none of these compromise the performance of the C7000, 
which guarantees high productivity and top-quality threshing. The C7000 
Series is equipped with Mercedes Benz Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) OM936 7.7 l 
engines that deliver high performance in the field – rated power ranges 
from 227 kW (309 hp) to 250 kW (340 hp) according to model – and the 
state of the art in terms of emissions, thanks to the EGR valve and the SCR 

technology with AdBlue®. The Schumacher cutting system, composite 
reel tines and high cutting frequency give the header high performance and 
maximum reliability. Proven, exclusive DEUTZ-FAHR components, such as 
the pull-out preparation pan with double step, turbine fan, large sieves and 
Double Grain Return (DGR) on both sides of the machine, ensure that 
the grain is kept clean and undamaged. All these factors make the C7000 
combine harvesters suitable for any operating conditions. The Commander 
Cab V also ensures high levels of driving comfort. With its innovative mate-
rials, high visibility, work light positioning with LED lighting and xenon work 
lights (optional), it provides outstanding comfort and a premium-feel oper-
ator environment. 
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The 600 mm diameter threshing drum, with a width of 1.27 m 
for 5 straw walkers and 1.52 m for 6 straw walkers, has 8 bars to 
ensure perfect threshing in all conditions

c7000 sErIEs

Thanks to the large width of the feeder channel, the 
the threshing system is not limited when working with large 
quantities of crop.
 

   Mercedes Benz Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) OM936 7.7-litre, 6-cylinder, 24-valve, turbo-intercooled engine with 
electronic engine management system, double power take-off, 750-litre fuel tank with EGR and SCR 
systems and 69-litre AdBlue® tank

  Load sensing hydraulic system with variable displacement pump

   Reinforced standard fi xed axle. Heavy-duty adjustable rear axle and 4WD rear axle with anti-skid system 
available as an option

   9500-litre gain tank for versions with 6 straw walkers and 8500-litre grain tank for versions with 5 straw 
walkers; discharge rate 90 L/sec

  Header up to 9 metres with Schumacher Easy Cut II cutting system and Auto Control

   Maxi Crop threshing system (on TS models): double concave, multi-segment concave, synchro beater and 
adjustable turbo-separator

  DGR (Double Grain Return) directly on the preparation pan

  Commander Cab V: new commander stick, new CCM system, rear view mirrors, elegant interior styling, 
fi rst-class ergonomics with adjustable seat and steering wheel, optional thermo-fridge, excellent in-fi eld 
and on-road visibility

  Modern bodywork styling 

  Side panels in sheet steel with gull-wing opening for rapid access to all parts of the combine harvester

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data c7000 series
c7205 c7205 ts c7205 tsB c7205 tsXB c7206 c7206 ts c7206 tsB c7206 tsXB

ENGiNE Mercedes Benz OM936
Emissions Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)

Rated power (97/68/EC) kW/hp 212/288 212/288 212/288 212/288 235/320 235/320 235/320 235/320
Maximum power (ECE R120) kW/hp 227/309(*) 227/309(*) 227/309(*) 227/309(*) 250/340(*) 250/340(*) 250/340(*) 250/340(*)
Cutting width m 4.20-4.80-5.40-6.30-7.20 4.80-5.40-6.30-7.20-9.00
Total separation area m² 7.30 7.36 7.36 7.36 8.73 8.80 8.80 8.80
Total cleaning area m² 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 6.32 6.32 6.32 6.32
Threshing drum diameter/width mm 600/1270 600/1270 600/1270 600/1270 600/1521 600/1521 600/1521 600/1521
Fuel tank L 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750
AdBlue® tank L 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
Grain tank L 8500 8500 8500 7500 9500 9500 9500 7500

*Overboost available during harvesting and simultaneous unloads



your harvest your technology  
your success.
The DEUTZ-FAHR range reaches an evolutionary turning point in its 
history of serving farmers.The C6205 arrives to complete the range of 
combine harvesters with a new design, innovative technical solutions 
for operator comfort and with advanced systems to abate emissions.  
A gem in the category of the 5 straw walkers which embodies the technology 
and winning philosophy of the DEUTZ-FAHR systems that users  
already enjoy with the C7000 and C9000 lines. Experience on the 
field and contact with loyal DEUTZ-FAHR customers has created the 
foundation on which to develop the C6205 dedicated to medium-sized 
farms that want to become independent by amplifying their machine 
yard with a reliable combine harvester that is compact, yet that ups 
productivity, optimally facing any type of harvest. 
C6000 models with 7000-litre grain tank and headers of up to 6.30 m 
stand out for their light weight, compact size and ease of use. The 
C6205 and C6205 TS are both powered by the Deutz TCD L6 Tier4 Fi-
nal 

 
 
6.1-L engines, cooled with liquid, distinguish themselves for their high  
power and constant performance. With Common Rail injection, 24 
valves and an electronic governor system, these engines deliver exactly 
the right amount of power for the occasion and can respond to load 
peaks without losing productivity. The DOC Diesel Oxidation Catalysts 
combined with the DPF (Diesel Particulate Filter) and followed by the 
SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) manage to considerably decrease 
the nitrogen oxide emissions (nOx) which are among the main pollut-
ants that come from combustion, without penalising the performance 
of the engines installed on the DEUTZ-FAHR combine harvesters. The 
turbo-separator version: the C6205 TS offers especially high threshing 
speed and quality in difficult harvests and with high productivity. The 
new Commander Cab II with high standard levels of comfort inte-
grates the new commander stick for maximum ergonomics and con-
trol of the combine in every situation.
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7000-litre grain tank to minimize unloading stops. 

Modern cab with new console and adjustable, three-position 
steering column.

  Deutz TDC L6 Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) 6.1-litre engine with 6 cylinders, 24 valves, turbo intercooler, electronic 
engine management system, 450-litre fuel tank with DOC, DPF and SCR system and 53 litre AdBlue® tank

  Hydrostatic pump flange-mounted directly to the engine

  7000-litre grain tank

  Schumacher Easy Cut II cutting system and Auto Contol 

  Multi-segment concave and adjustable 5-position turbo-separator

  Turbine ventilation for constant, uniform airflow

  Twin-step ventilated sieve system with electrically adjustable sieve

  Proportional levelling system

  Commander Cab EVO II

SPECIFICATIOnS

technical data c6000 series
c6205 c6205 ts

ENGiNE Deutz TDC L6
Emmissions Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)
Maximum power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 184/250 184/250
Rated power (ECE R 120) kW/hp 184/250 184/250
Cutting width m 4.20-6.30 4.20-6.30
Total separation area m² 6.23/6.36 6.23/6.36
Total cleaning area m² 4.22 4.22
Threshing drum diameter/width mm 600/1270 600/1270
Fuel tank mm 450 450
AdBlue® tank mm 53 53
Grain tank mm 7000 7000

c6000 sErIEs





As well as a vast range of tractors, 
DEUTZ-FAHR also offers a large number of 
specialist machines capable of facilitating the 
work of farmers and contractors, and making it 
more productive.

FronT LoaDErs 
anD 

TELEhanDLErs



     

a WiDe range of loaDers anD 
attachments. 
DEUTZ-FAHR’s front loaders are designed specifi cally for the 85 to 
180 hp range of tractors. As well as a solid, robust structure, they offer 
a wide selection of attachments for carrying out a full range of agricul-
tural handling and storage tasks to perfection. With DEUTZ-FAHR front 
loaders the strain on the tractor is signifi cantly reduced. Thanks to tech-
nical know-how the implement is in an ideal position to have less impact 
on the front axle. The loader is designed for maximum implement load-
ing capacity and no trickle losses, with a maximum tilting angle, on the 

ground between 40° and 46°, raised up to 69°. Thanks to the Z-kine-
matics the driver profi ts from the best view and maximum performance. 
Moreover, he can drive smoothly even on bumpy terrain with the “Com-
fort-Drive” damping system that reduces the shocks on loader and im-
plement. Mounting, dismounting and maintenance works are quick and 
easy jobs, as well as using the wing with all kinds of implements. With 
the unique “Return-to-Level” feature the implement returns to a prede-
fi ned optimum position just at the touch of a button.

  Rugged and durable: Profi line Front Loaders made of fi ne grain steel

  Choice of hydraulic or mechanical level control system, Return-to-Level optional

  Maximum loading height up to 4.81m

  The loader and its supports do not impede access to maintenance points
  Rapid “QuickFix” attachment system optionally available for rapid and straightforward 
attachment of the front loader and related connections

  High lifting force over the entire lifting cycle

  Simple and high-precision control by means of joysticks or controls on a single lever

  The ComfortDrive function protects the operator and attachments from extreme vibrations

SPECIFICATIOnS
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Overview Stoll front loader programme PROFILInE, CLASSICLInE, COMPACTLInE 

FronT LoaDEr

The structural design of the front loader ensures outstanding 
manoeuvrability, different roof designs an optimal visibility 
upwards.

The Light Kit or Ready Kit for front loading? The choice is yours.

...controls for front loader operation are fully integrated and 
easy to reach.

Depending on the tractor modell, front loader joystick with 
Powershift buttons. Stop&Go, SDD rapid steering system and all...

PrOFiline
8 10 20 30 40 45 50 60

8.1 10.1 20.1 30.1 40.1 45.1 50.1 60.1 80.1 100
TYPE FZ FS FZ FS FZ FS FZ FS FS FZ FZ FZ FZ FZ
Suitable for tractors with 
kW/hp performance

kw 35-65 50-75 50-80 65-90 65-105 90-130 110-170 130-200 >184
hp 50-90 70-100 70-110 90-120 90-140 120-180 150-230 180-270 >250

Lifting force 
in the tool pivot point

bottom daN 1960 2020 2490 2260 2590 2616 2750 2880 3020 3500

top daN 1510 1510 1860 1730 1990 2010 2240 2470 2590 3000

Lifting force (bucket) 
300 mm in front of pivot

bottom daN 1960 1650 2020 1720 2490 2130 2260 1950 2240 2590 2750 2880 3020 3500
top daN 1510 1250 1510 1260 1860 1560 1730 1470 1690 1990 2240 2470 2590 3000

classicline / cOMPactline cl 655 cl 755/755.1 cl 855/855.1 cl 955/955.1 Fc 250 Fc 350 Fc 450 Fc 550

TYPE P H P H P H P H P H P H P H P H
Suitable for tractors with 
kW/hp performance

kw 35-50 40-60 50-80 55-90 15-26 18-37 26-40 29-44
hp 45-65 55-80 65-100 75-120 20-35 25-50 35-55 40-60

Lifting force 
in the tool pivot point

bottom daN 1480 1720 1860 2170 1990 2300 640 950 970 1170

top daN 1160 1210 1340 1570 1460 1690 540 790 920 1120

Lifting force (bucket) 
300 mm in front of pivot

bottom daN 1480 1240 1720 1450 1860 1860 1990 1990 570 510 850 760 870 800 1050 980
top daN 1160 950 1210 1000 1340  1010 1460 1420 480 420 710 630 820 740 1010 910



   

TELEHAnDLERS

the numBer one telehanDler.
With the Agrovector, DEUTZ-FAHR offers a universal, versatile telehandler 
for every application, with a wide range of attachments giving you the 
best solution for a large number of Agricultural tasks. The new 30.6 and 
35.10 offer a brand new cabin, giving the operator even more comfort, 
control, visibility and productivity than ever before. The powerful load 
sensing hydraulic systems and economical Deutz Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) 
engines make the Agrovector an essential tool for the widest imaginable  

 
range of jobs. With our new on board drive modes, the 30.6 and it’s highly 
efficient shift-on-the-fly hydrostatic transmission give you more ways of 
increasing your productivity on a daily basis than ever before. The 35.10 with 
its fantastic 360 degrees visibility offers both a 90 and 100kw optional  
Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) engine giving you even more power to get your daily 
tasks done.
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Best view on all attachments and the entire working area thanks 
to the new cabin design with ideal driver position and large front 
windows. 

The cab focuses on comfort, simplicity and effi ciency, with an armrest 
and single joystick making operation of the hardest jobs, easier than ever.

technical data aGrOvectOr
25.5 30.6 (20") 30.6 (24") 35.10

ENGiNE Deutz Deutz Deutz Deutz
Emission Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) Stage 4 (Tier 4Final)
Engine Model TD 2.9 L4 TCD 3.6 L4 TCD 3.6 L4 TCD 3.6 L4
Engine power kW 55.4 74.4 85 74.4
Engine power Optional kW - - - 90/100
Transmission Type Hydrostatic 2 Speed Shift-on-the-fly hydrostatic transmission 4 or 6 speed powershift
Machine Height mm 1900 2250 2282 2475
Machine Width mm 1825 2100 2220 2382
Maximum Lift Capacity kg 2500 2800 2800 3500
Maximum Lift Height m 5.6 5.8 5.8 9.8
Operating Vehicle Weight kg 5010 6548 6900 9060
Outside Turning Radius (Tyres) mm 3200 3700 3500 3850      

  Deutz Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) 3.6 L engines, except for the 25.5 with a Deutz Stage 4 (Tier 4Final) 2.9 L engine

  2 Speed shift-on-the-fl y hydrostatic transmission 32 km/h and optional 40 km/h maximum speed (30.6)

  2 Speed hydrostatic transmission 24 km/h maximum speed (25.5)

  4 and optional 6 speed powershift transmission 32 km/h and optional 40 km/h maximum speed (35.10)

  Standard reversible fan

  Optional high-end display with reversing camera, reverse sensing system and electronic load charts

  Single electro-proportional joystick for simultaneous control over all hydraulic functions

  Wide range of attachments for all types of applications and environments

  Great 360 degrees visibility in a newly designed cabin for optimal productivity and comfort

SPECIFICATIOnS

Load chart and dimensions type 35.10.



it is so easy to increase your efficency. 
Precision Farming is already well established on many farms and in many 
contracting firms. Professionals know that through the management of 
sub-areas and the synchronisation of all the operations, efficiency can 
be substantially increased. Customers are increasingly looking to 
conserve resource and work processes. Precision Farming systems also 
help to fulfil these requirements. DEUTZ-FAHR is a leader in equipping 
tractor and combine harvester fleets with advanced Precision Farming 
systems.

The reliable high-precision automatic guidance systems with one of the 
highest ISOBUS and TIM (Tractor Implement Management) standards 
on the market, the partial section shutdown for sprayers, and the fully 
automatic DEUTZ-FAHR Precision Farming systems not only lead to 
increased fleet efficiency but also increased working comfort. All 
DEUTZ-FAHR Precision Farming systems are operated using a single 
monitor, the iMonitor2. This is unique.
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PrEcIsIon FarMInG

  Prevents track overlaps and misses

  Yields savings of 15% on fertilisers, phytopharmaceuticals and seed

  Reduces person/hours and generates substantial fuel savings (up to 20%), thereby cutting costs for every job

  Easy to use on hilly terrain thanks to topographical compensation

  Agrosky is available with accuracy of ± 30 cm with Egnos signal, ± 10 cm with Omnistar XP signal or ± 2 cm 
with RTK signal. This system is available with optical track guidance, steering aid or fully automatic steering 
control

  Easy-to-use monitor with clear layout

  non-glare, easy-to-read graphics

  Clear symbols and indicators for tractor functions

  All settings and key indicators are summarised on the main display

  Automatic reversing camera for extra visibility and safety at the rear of the tractor

SPECIFICATIOnS

Offering high levels of clarity and functionality, the iMonitor 
operating terminal is very easy to use, and also operates in 
conjunction with a rear-view camera.

Automatic Section Control: standard with DEUTZ-FAHR offer 
high potential savings.

This is not just a simple receiver, but an integrated steering function.

Standardized interface between tractor and implement (ISO 11783).



ORIGINAL PARTS REPRESENT 
A RATIONAL CHOICE.
When choosing your tractor and implements, you put your trust in original products. 
That's why you should use only original parts for those machines. Because only 
original parts meet DEUTZ-FAHR's stringent standards of quality and guarantee 
smooth operation, readiness for use and the long-term value of your purchase. 
 
A QUICK, EFFICIENT PARTS SERVICE.
DEUTZ-FAHR has always prided itself of a quick, effi cient parts service, and invests 
heavily in continuous improvement, with a view to meeting the highest expectations 
of dealers, farmers and contractors. In fact, we apply the same rules to our parts 
service as we apply to the development of our tractors: continuous investment 
in personnel, ICT systems and logistics technologies, in order to make an already 
excellent service even quicker and more effi cient. 
 
PUNCTUAL DELIVERY WORLDWIDE.
Our worldwide parts distribution centre is centrally and strategically located in 
Lauingen (Germany). That's why the SDF Parts service can deliver the most urgent 
orders in 24 hours, throughout Europe, from Portugal to Finland to Greece, 365 days 
a year. The aim is simple: customers have to be able to fi nd all maintenance parts 
and other frequently required parts at their specialised dealership.  
  
For all other requirements, the Lauingen distribution centre, which stocks over 
220,000 parts, delivers within three days, so as to minimise downtimes. Thanks to 
its excellent relations with international couriers, SDF Parts can therefore offer a 
widely diverse range of products that represent excellent value for money.
  
PREMIUM QUALITY ACCESSORIES TOO.
DEUTZ-FAHR dealers also offer a wide range of accessories for the most diverse 
supply requirements, including chemical products for cleaning, work lights, driving 
seats, packaging rope and netting, wear parts and parts for other brands. And they all 
offer the same high quality and reasonable prices, so that you don't have to waste 
time and effort on fi nding the right parts.

DEUTZ-Fahr orIGInaL ParTs:
a saFE choIcE.



YoUr FInancIaL 
ParTnEr.

EFFECTIVE FINANCIAL PARTNERS.
SDF Finance provides professional fi nance schemes developed on the basis of market 
prices for all buyers of tractors, combine harvesters and other SDF products. Our 
range of fi nancial services includes conventional products such as loans and leasing 
agreements, but we can also tailor plant hire solutions to your specifi c needs. All 
our fi nancial packages also include insurance services. Our skilled personnel have 
extensive knowledge of the products and markets in question and can therefore 
work with dealers to formulate individual fi nance packages that facilitate decision-
making about the investment and are properly tailored to the customer’s needs. 

SDF Finance has a skilled team of offi ce-based and travelling personnel, who provide 
all DEUTZ-FAHR dealers and their customers – whether farmers or contractors – with 
an expert assistance service.

PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE AND CONSULTING.
Experts visit customers on site to discuss the available fi nance options and help 
complete the necessary formalities. Quickly, simply and professionally.

Field support personnel organise every phase, right up to approval of the loan. The 
same effi cient service also assists customers on all matters relating to transfer 
of ownership, changes to loans and leases, changes to fi nance plans and other 
contractual issues.
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To discover more please contact your dealer  
or visit deutz-fahr.com.

DEUTZ-FAHR is a brand of


